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Genesis 1:1

“In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth.”

A surveyor must always begin from a point of
reference. So, too, history must start at some defi-
nite place of beginnings. The Bible is, through and
through, a historical revelation. It is the account
of God’s activity in history. As such, it must have a
beginning. The book of Genesis gives us our historical point of reference, from which all subsequent
revelation proceeds. In this book we find the “roots” of the inhabited world and the universe, of man and
nations, of sin and redemption. Also, we find the foundation of our theology. I would consider Genesis as
the starting point of all theology.

Genesis is particularly crucial in the light of the doctrine of progressive revelation. This doctrine
attempts to define the phenomena which occurs in the process of divine revelation. Essentially initial
revelation is general while subsequent revelation tends to be more particular and specific.

Let me try to illustrate progressive revelation by an examination of the doctrine of redemption. The
first promise of redemption is definite but largely undefined in Genesis 3:15: “He shall bruise you on the
head, and you shall bruise him on the heel.” Later in Genesis we learn that the world will be blessed
through Abraham (12:3). The line through which Messiah would come was through Isaac, not Ishmael;
Jacob, not Esau. Finally in Genesis we see that Israel’s coming ruler will be of the tribe of Judah: “The
scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor the ruler’s staff from between his feet, until Shiloh comes, and to
him shall be the obedience of the peoples” (Genesis 49:10). Later on we learn that Messiah will be the
offspring of David (II Samuel 7:14-16), to be born in the city of Bethlehem (Micah 5:2). Literally hundreds
of prophecies tell in greater detail, the coming of the Messiah.

I would like to suggest that we approach the book of Genesis as the book presents itself to us. I believe
the first verse makes clear the way we must approach the entire work .This account either explains it all or
it does not explain it at all. Some books begin, “Once upon a time ... “ and when we find such an
introduction we immediately understand that we are reading a fairy tale. Genesis 1:1 is totally different.
The mood is authoritative and declarative.

The claim implied by this verse is much like that of our Lord when He presented Himself to men. No
one can logically tip their hat to Jesus Christ as a “good man,” “a wonderful example,” or a “great teacher,”
He was either Who He claimed to be (the Messiah, the Son of God), or He was a fake and a fraud. There
is no middle ground, no riding the fence with Jesus. Jesus does not deserve mere courtesy. He demands a
crown or a cross.


